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DRIVING IDEAS AND INNOVATION 
Getting Great Ideas

The human brain is a sophisticated instrument. At its core, however, it’s nothing but the  
organ of an animal, prone to instinctive responses. This instinctual brain operates according 
to what I call the “X Framework,” a concept that emerges from studies on animal and human 
behavior, particularly those linking behavior to brain functioning.

Like our primate relatives, humans are governed by two neural pathways that you can  
envision crossing in an X formation. The first takes us from a state of high physiological 
arousal, often manifested as anger, fear, and anxiety and governed by the chemical cortisol, 

down to a place of comfort, typically produced by the calming hormone serotonin. The second moves us from  
a state of low physiological arousal — what we think of as boredom or apathy — toward excitement, thanks to 
the naturally occurring stimulant dopamine.

If the brain is experiencing highly physiologically arousing emotions associated with stress, then our first  
instinct will be to stay away from excitement and seek comfort instead. Studies have shown that primates 
under stress, for example, will not pursue new territories or mates. Under stress, humans also hang on to the 
familiar. Once the brain calms, however, it becomes prone to boredom. It will then begin to seek arousal in the 
form of dopamine, from the excitement pathway. This is when both you and your baboon friend will seek out 
new territories.

From the perspective of innovation this is critically important to understand and will help you get the best 
from yourself, your colleagues, and your boss. Here’s how:

EAT RIGHT AND EXERCISE
Research shows that the best way to maximize creativity is to maintain high levels of both serotonin and  
dopamine, which will keep a person calm but energized. But how? The path begins with proper rest. A minimum 
of 30 minutes — but ideally up to 2 hours — of deep sleep reduces cortisol levels and boosts serotonin.

That means arriving in bed relaxed by taking a hot shower or bath beforehand, avoiding alcohol in the two 
hours before bedtime, and turning off all lights, including those illuminating electronic devices, which affect 
the pineal gland and make people think they should be awake and alert. It also means eating light in the  
evening and not less than three or four hours before retiring. Digesting a big meal can hamper sleep.

BY BABA SHIV

How Do You Find  
Breakthrough Ideas?
What neuroscience tells us about getting the best out of 
yourself, your colleagues, and the boss.
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Diet matters, too. A high-protein breakfast is easily converted into serotonin and dopamine, while caffeine is a 
physiological arouser, meaning it will amplify whatever emotions one is already feeling. If a person is motivated, 
it will help him or her; if stressed, it will agitate — the last thing an innovator needs.

Cardiovascular exercise is also critical. When the heart muscles 
pump faster, they release a peptide believed to help produce se-
rotonin. That means considering a brisk walk before an afternoon 
meeting — or better yet, walk and talk. Steve Jobs regularly held 
“walking” meetings. Mark Zuckerberg does too. The serotonin 
exercise produces not only will make a person more creative and 
productive but it also improves the quality of sleep, creating a 
positive cycle all around.

ENGAGE YOUR EMPLOYEES
Corporations worried about losing their edge often try to force their employees to work “better, faster, stronger” 
by applying more pressure or using threats and ultimatums. They believe that the stick, not the carrot, will be 
more effective in breeding innovation.

Studies show, however, that stress is a poor motivator. In his best-selling book, Thinking Fast and Slow,   
Princeton’s Daniel Kahneman explains why. Of the brain’s two basic neural pathways, the first — from anxiety 
to calm — does not inspire outside-the-box thinking. Workers who are insecure and stressed creep along in  
terror until they find safety. The goal, then, is to get workers engaging the second pathway — from complacency 
to excitement — which is much more likely to trigger innovation. That shift is achieved primarily through  
positive reinforcement: encouragement, respect, and enhanced responsibility.

Consider two case studies: Some time ago, a successful international consumer goods company that felt it had 
become too comfortable tried to inspire its managers by cutting their advertising budgets but demanding the 
same — if not better — results. Given how humans are wired, that kind of innovation by desperation was only 
going to be effective among a small group of people who habitually tend to traverse the boredom to excitement 
pathway. These types naturally translate desperation into a challenge, and they tend to be younger. But for the 
majority of the company’s marketing staff, it would never work.

A very different approach is exemplified by businessman Sachit Jain. A year behind me in our MBA program at 
IIM Ahmedabad in India, Jain graduated to marry into the family that owned Vardhman Industries in India, a 
conglomerate that is one of the largest suppliers of high-quality fabric in the world. Like most men who marry 
into such families, he became a senior manager in his mid-20s. Jain was suddenly plunged into dealing with 
a textile manufacturing enterprise that had experienced so much strife that a lockdown had occurred at the 
factory and the chairman had almost been killed. Amazingly, Jain turned the situation around — and not just 
that situation, but a host of them since then.

How? He started talking to his employees. In India, for a boss to sit at a table with his workers is unheard of.  
But Jain has persisted in regularly getting down to the shop floor level to find out what’s going on. His method  
for instilling an innovative spirit in an organization is to ask his employees, “What can you do in the workplace  
to make tomorrow better than today?” He doesn’t ask them to think about making things better for the  
organization. He asks them to think about making things better for themselves.

On a study trip to India with Stanford MBAs in 2011, I saw a few examples of the remarkable results of this kind 
of managerial approach. One was the case of a worker who had the equivalent of a third-grade education in the 
West. He had noticed a problem: Changing the thread spindles when they ran out was a physically stressful job. 

A MINIMUM OF 30 MINUTES 
— BUT IDEALLY UP TO 2 
HOURS — OF DEEP SLEEP 
REDUCES CORTISOL LEVELS 
AND BOOSTS SEROTONIN.
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It required a team of two — one pushing a cart with the fresh spindles and the other constantly having to move 
the stool, climb up and replace the spindle, and climb down. The guy on the stool was often taking sick leave 
because of the physical demands, which sometimes led to falls and other injuries.

In his own time after work, the factory worker began experimenting with how to propel the stool so that the 
worker didn’t have to keep getting up and down. Eventually, he had the idea to put wheels on the stool, and 
then he rigged up an electric motor to propel it. In a final ingenious flash, he adapted a sewing machine pedal 

to the mechanism so that the worker could stop and start it at will. 
The results? Less sick time, less injury, and greater efficiency and 
productivity.

To support the process, Jain drew on one of the most powerful 
motivators for innovation: social recognition. The factory worker 
earned tremendous social prestige by our visit, which included a 
private meeting with him to hear about how he came up with his 
idea. Other people in the company began realizing if he can do it, 
so can I.

Democratizing where innovation can come from, encouraging grass-roots ideas, and utilizing social recognition 
are powerful methods for encouraging innovation. But the most inspiring method is, as Gandhi affirmed, to “be 
the change.” A manager who takes time to feed her own creative side well is the one who knows how to elicit the 
creativity of others best.

UNDERSTAND YOUR BOSS
Middle managers with great ideas face a challenge: How, when, and with whom should they share them? Managing 
from the bottom up is always tricky, and that’s particularly true when it involves bringing something new to the 
table. But there are several things employees should keep in mind when trying to inspire their higher-up.

The secret to success is to determine which neural pathway the target audience favors. Those focused on  
traveling between stress and calm will be less likely to embrace new ideas; they’re clinging to the familiar. 
Those riding the boredom-excitement highway will relish a new opportunity.

It’s not hard to figure out who favors which pathway; people habitually tend toward one or the other.  
Type I personalities, as I call them, don’t veer from the groove between stress and comfort. They’re terrified  
of making mistakes. Type II personalities are those who tend to move between boredom and excitement.  
They typically fear missing out on new experiences and see mistakes not as debilitating but as exciting.  
They reframe failure as opportunity, and see challenges as something fun.

Baba Shiv is the Sanwa Bank, Limited, Professor of Marketing at Stanford GSB. He is director of the Strategic 
Marketing Management Executive Program, director of the Innovative Technology Leader Executive Program, 
and faculty director of the Stanford go•to•market program.

BONUS: IN THIS VIDEO, SHIV DEMYSTIFIES THE BRAIN CHEMISTRY THAT CONTROLS YOUR DECISION- MAKING, 
AND EXPLAINS HOW YOU CAN REGULATE IT TO MAKE BETTER DECISIONS.

A MANAGER WHO TAKES TIME 
TO FEED HER OWN CREATIVE 
SIDE WELL IS THE ONE WHO 
KNOWS HOW TO ELICIT THE 
CREATIVITY OF OTHERS BEST.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SS4F1U5FuNM
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We asked eight innovative Stanford GSB alumni entrepreneurs including Kiva’s 
Jessica Jackley (MBA ’07) and Design Within Reach’s Rob Forbes (MBA ’85) to shed 
light on how they come up with their best ideas. From collaborating with others to 
observing consumer behavior to taking naps, read tips for boosting your creativity:

1 
INTERRUPT THE LOGICAL MIND AND ALLOW SPACE TO DAYDREAM 

 “What inspires me is beauty and the human desire and capacity to create it. I listen to Glenn Gould’s piano  
pieces or other acoustic music in the morning. My best ideas come randomly. I take naps and steam baths.  
You need to interrupt the logical mind and allow space to daydream.

8 Different Ways to 
Get Great Ideas
Stanford GSB alumni entrepreneurs shed light on how 
they come up with their best ideas.

BY NATALIE WHITE
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 “Einstein said the theory of relativity came to him when he was riding a bike. The best ideas will not come  
from slamming three espressos and grinding them out, but rather at weird moments: in the middle of the 
night, when you are traveling on a train, when you are receptive to oblique inspiration and the suspension  
of disbelief. Zen teachers refer to this as ‘the beginner’s mind, where possibilities are many.’ We are all too  
finely tuned. Our mind uses us more than we use our mind.” 
— Rob Forbes (MBA ’85), Founder of Design Within Reach and PUBLIC Bikes

[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

2
LISTEN AND REFLECT

 “Every real insight I’ve had has come from being a good listener. I need to have time for quiet reflection to  
digest it and consider how it affects me, to figure out my voice and how I can contribute to that story.” 
— Jessica Jackley (MBA ’07), Co-founder of Kiva 
[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

3
EXPAND THE “ADJACENT POSSIBLE”

 “I have worked in so many different industries and niches: big companies, small companies, government, 
for-profit, not-for-profit, etc. For me, it is about expanding the adjacent possible. Steven Johnson, author of 
Where Good Ideas Come From, explains that the world is full of many possibilities, but only certain things can 
happen. Only by opening doors to new opportunities — a new adjacent possible — can you create what I call 
a palace of possibilities. I have more doors open — a larger palace of possibilities — than most people, so I can 
see connections others may not see. My best ideas come from this collage of experiences.” 
— Denise Brosseau (MBA ’93), CEO of Thought Leadership Lab 
[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

4
DON’T SEEK OUT GREAT IDEAS

 “Great ideas find you. I don’t think you find great ideas. As a venture capitalist, you don’t come up with ideas.  
The entrepreneurs come up with the ideas. It is a lot harder to be an entrepreneur than to be a venture capitalist. 
And the great ideas that lead to great businesses generally find the entrepreneur, not the other way around.  
The ones where the entrepreneur is looking for the idea tend to result in flips. Look at Microsoft, eBay, Dropbox, 
Airbnb. None of those guys was looking to start a business. The ideas just hit them. The great ones just know.” 
— Lecturer Andy Rachleff (MBA ’84), Co-founder of Wealthfront Inc. 
[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/rob-forbes-power-simplicity
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/jessica-jackley-stories-poverty-entrepreneurship
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/denise-brosseau-find-palace-possibilities
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/andy-rachleff-democratizing-investment-business
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5
COLLABORATE WITH OTHERS

 “I come up with my best ideas by engaging and talking with other people. Great ideas are not solitary things. 
Feedback from other people is the best catalyst.” 
— Trae Vassallo (MBA ’00), Strategic Advisor at Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers 
[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

6
SPEND TIME AWAY FROM YOUR INDUSTRY

 “I get my best ideas when I get off the grid and detach myself from my industry. Spending time thinking about 
fashion, toys, or architecture frees me up to think imaginatively. It’s hard to be innovative when you are stuck 
in your own industry. You see artificial boundaries around what you can and can’t do.” 
— Laura Ching (MBA ’00), Co-founder of Tiny Prints 
[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

7
OBSERVE CONSUMER BEHAVIOR AND CULTURE

 “I enjoy observing consumer behavior and culture. I like to envision what could be, and I ask myself, Why isn’t 
this better? How could it be better? I start to play out that scenario in my head. The best ideas come out of pain 
points I experience in my daily life and based on what I learned of gaps in financial services at Progreso. I am 
already working on my next company.” 
— James Gutierrez (MBA ’05), Founder of Progreso Financiero 
[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

8
FREE UP YOUR MIND

 “For some reason more ideas come to me when I am near water — even taking a bath. I just did a weeklong 
meditation retreat. Freeing up the mind is a good way to get to inspiration. We fill our lives with so little space. 
Inspiration looks for crevices to parachute into. The fewer crevices you create in your life, the less likely you 
are to have inspiration come through you. You need to allow yourself to be a vessel so that something can come 
through you.” 
— Chip Conley (MBA ’84), Founder of Joie de Vivre Hotels 
[READ THE FULL INTERVIEW]

https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/trae-vassallo-engineering-evolution-green-tech-investing
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/laura-ching-importance-authenticity
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/hire-missionaries-not-mercenaries
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/insights/chip-conley-power-noble-experiments
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We recently talked to Stefanos Zenios, a professor of operations, information,  
and technology at Stanford GSB, on how to get customer feedback, create effective 
prototypes, and facilitate more productive brainstorming sessions. The interview 
that follows has been edited and condensed for the sake of clarity.

WHY IS BRAINSTORMING A GOOD WAY TO GENERATE NEW IDEAS?
Great ideas, where great ideas are ideas that solve a problem in a unique way, usually happen when two old 
ideas meet together for the first time. Great ideas are not new ideas. They are usually a combination of existing 
ideas. And that’s where brainstorming is powerful, because it brings together people with different experiences 
so they can all merge their ideas together.

Design thinking becomes effective because it promotes that collaborative approach. Bring people from  
different parts of the organization together for their different knowledge, expertise, and input on how you’re 
going to solve a problem. By combining those ingredients, you can come up with new and creative ways to 
solve a problem.

HOW DO YOU FACILITATE BRAINSTORMING AMONG DIFFERENT PERSONALITY TYPES?
One thing that we have learned over the years is that process doesn’t work with everyone. We have developed 
our own variation that works well with introverts. We ask people to individually think about 10 or 15 ways 
in which they can address the problem ahead of time and then we meet as a group to share the ideas and  
engage in a more structured brainstorm. Start with individual idea generation and then combine it with 
group idea generation.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO FIND OUT WHAT YOUR CUSTOMER NEEDS?
It’s all about putting yourself in your users’ shoes. Spend time with your users. Ask them questions. Think 
ahead. What do you want to learn? Draft some interview questions and then engage in a conversation. Don’t 
make it an interview. Engage in a conversation, but be prepared. What do you want to learn? Be a good listener 
and try to listen to the stories that your users are sharing with you.

Design Thinking Is 
About Doing
Design thinking can help you quickly transform your big 
idea from a rough sketch into a real-world product.

BY STEVE FYFFE
EDITED BY KAREN LEE
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Ask them about the last time they have faced a challenging situation, and how they addressed that challenging 
situation. That’s a way for you to learn. If they are willing to let you observe them while they go through their 
everyday life, that’s a great way to get deeper insights.

WHY ARE IMMERSION AND EMPATHY CRITICAL TO THE DESIGN THINKING PROCESS?
When you observe users, you see what they actually go through. But when you actually do it, that’s when you 
can really understand how difficult some things may be, or understand the emotions that some challenges are 
creating. I may tell you that changing the tire of my car is difficult, but in order for you to understand why it’s 
difficult, you would probably want to do it yourself. Or, I may tell you that I find a particular task challenging, 
but you may be able to better appreciate how challenging it is when you try to do it yourself.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF BUILDING A PROTOTYPE?
You want something that you can take back to your users so  
they can interact with it, feel it, play with it, and use it one way  
or another.

Prototyping is a quick and inexpensive way you can make your 
early idea usable, so you can go back to your users and get their 
feedback. That feedback now gives you information. Is this a good 
idea, or is this a bad idea? Oftentimes, from your users’ reactions, 
you may discover that the problem that you thought they had is not there and they have a different problem.

But you also learn more about what they want and what their preferences are. You’re using this process of  
generating ideas, taking them back to your users, and getting feedback from them as a way to define your  
understanding of the problem and refine your idea.

HOW DO YOU PROTOTYPE A BUSINESS MODEL?
In order for ideas to be valuable, the economics need to work. If it’s a new product idea, you need to build a 
viable business model, or your idea may involve changing an internal process within an organization. You need 
to understand what are the resources that you need to bring together, or understand what you need to convince 
people to change that process.

If you are working on a new product idea, first ask, What is the value proposition? Write down the value  
proposition. Second ask, Who’s going to be your customer, your customer segment? Define your customer  
segment. Third, How are you going to reach it? And fourth, How are you going to make money?

Now, the business model canvas has nine elements; we have identified the first four that you need to address. 
The value proposition is something that you test in the direct interaction between the users and your prototype. 
Through their reactions, what is the value proposition that they see? Does it match your value proposition? 

The users that you talk to must belong in the customer segment you have defined. So, if I believe that my  
customer segment is teenagers, and I’m talking to my colleagues at Stanford and sharing my idea with my  
colleagues at Stanford, there is misalignment. If I’m targeting teenagers, the customers that I’m going to be 
testing my prototype with need to be teenagers.

The third one: how to reach them. That’s an interesting one. If your assumption is to reach your users at the 
mall, then try to go to the mall and find your users there.

The fourth one is pricing. When you introduce a prototype, you can tell users this is the price we’re going to 
charge when it becomes a full product. The fundamental idea is that there are four basic elements of the  

CREATIVITY IS NOT ROCKET 
SCIENCE. IF YOU ARE A GOOD 
PROBLEM SOLVER, YOU ARE 
CREATIVE.
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business model that you need to prototype early. Make sure that as you start prototyping and testing your  
prototype, you do it in a way that is consistent with those elements of the business model, and that’s how you 
can prototype a business model.

DOES DESIGN THINKING GENERATE BETTER IDEAS?
There are some problems that are not solvable. You might not find a technology that’s going to solve a  
particular problem, but what you want to do is discover that quickly. So, the design thinking methodology 
doesn’t necessarily generate better ideas than competing methodologies. It’s just that this methodology  
allows you to test your ideas quickly, to see which ones hold promise.

CAN ANYBODY BE CREATIVE?
Creativity is not rocket science. Creativity is a structured, systematic way to solve problems. If you are a  
successful executive in an organization, you are successful because you are a good problem solver. If you  
are a good problem solver, you are creative.

Creative doesn’t mean you’re Van Gogh or Picasso; they are creative in their own discipline. You can be  
creative in your own discipline. If you can solve problems, you can be creative.

Stefanos Zenios is the Investment Group of Santa Barbara Professor of Entrepreneurship and a professor of operations, 
information, and technology at Stanford GSB. He is director of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies.
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Creating a company that has impact takes more than just hitting on the right product or 
service for the right market. It requires designing the total venture, including the business 
model, the organization and culture, and the business-management systems that will allow 
it to add value to the overall economy by growing and creating jobs as well as profits, says 
Charles Holloway, professor emeritus at  
Stanford GSB.

FIND AN INNOVATIVE BUSINESS MODEL
You must design your entire company, not just the product,  
Holloway says. This includes the business model, the management 
organization, and the culture.

 “It turns out that if you look at innovations in companies, roughly 
half of them come in the business model, not in the product or  
service,” he says. There are many examples in which companies 
sell virtually the same product or service, but whether they succeed largely depends on how they were built.

Netflix is an example, he says, as is the former Sun Microsystems, which was founded in 1982. When the  
computer systems company started, there were 27 other companies building the same type of product, but few 
thrived and scaled the way Sun did. In what was a unique business model at the time, Sun used components 
from the supply network and allowed others to create products that could be integrated with Sun’s workstation, 
Holloway says. The company was acquired by Oracle Corp. in 2010 for more than $7 billion.

CULTURE DOES NOT JUST HAPPEN
 “David Packard and Bill Hewlett and HP were examples of that early on. They created not only products, but  
a culture that allowed them to continue to deliver the products and create other products,” Holloway says.

Innovative companies have been doing this for a long time. “Often people talk about the HP culture, the  
‘HP Way.’ The HP Way didn’t invent itself,” he says. And, as was the case with Hewlett-Packard, sometimes  
the culture changes over time, he says.

Creating an  
Impactful Company
Design the company, not just the product.

THEY CREATED NOT ONLY 
PRODUCTS, BUT A CULTURE 
THAT ALLOWED THEM TO 
CONTINUE TO DELIVER THE 
PRODUCTS AND CREATE  
OTHER PRODUCTS.

BY DEBORAH PETERSEN
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INNOVATE TO COMPETE
For a company to scale and profit over the long haul, both its  
product and its business model must evolve. Finding ways to  
sustain innovation in these areas is especially important as a  

startup transitions to a midsize company and, eventually, a large corporation.

In its early stages, Sun Microsystems had 15 engineers and Hewlett-Packard had 300, Holloway says. They were 
competing in the same market. How did Sun compete? It developed a strong supply network so it could get the 
components it needed, he says. Sun focused on suppliers that provided parts — disk drives and monitors, for 
example. “They didn’t focus on designing the entire set of computer products like their competitors did, and 
they were able to get better technology,” he says.

ATTRACT GREAT PEOPLE
Part of creating a quality workforce is related to the company culture. “But part of it is the way in which you go 
after the people and offer them salary and other benefits, and innovation can be important here,” Holloway says.

For example, the Gordon Biersch Brewing Co. needed waiters when it opened its first brewpub in the late 1980s. 
Typically, waiters are paid minimum wage, but the company wanted to attract employees who felt a sense of 
ownership of the company and its customers, Holloway says. Therefore, in addition to wages, the company 
offered stock benefits when it hired waiters. “This is an innovative business model for a restaurant that allowed 
them to attract waiters who would help them with the way in which they developed the business.”

ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL
A company culture can and often should vary within a single corporation, he says. As Sun Microsystems grew, 
it eventually spun off its food services as a separate company because the culture that was created for its  
engineers and technologists was not as applicable for its service workers. “So you can have creative ways of 
multiple cultures in the same organization,” Holloway says.

REMEMBER THE FUNDAMENTALS
Holloway says his best advice to entrepreneurs is quite basic: Ask questions and say “thank you.”

“It turns out that questions can be valuable, not only for the person who asks the question, but for the person 
to whom the question is asked, because it helps clarify situations,” he says. Too often situations that are not 
clarified proceed in the wrong direction because not everyone is on the same page.

Having gratitude is just as important. “I don’t think people say thank you enough,” Holloway says.

HOLD ON TO THE VISION
“Designing a new venture is a journey,” Holloway says, and it requires a vision that is sustained over time. Sometimes, 
you will need to pivot and make changes along the way. “It’s important for you to keep the vision, even though you’re 
pivoting,” he says. “Understand it’s a journey. Changes will need to be made, but keep the goal in mind.”

Charles A. Holloway is the Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers Professor of Management, Emeritus, at Stanford GSB.

BONUS: IN THIS VIDEO, HOLLOWAY DESCRIBES HOW TOTAL VENTURE DESIGN CAN HELP YOU CREATE THE 
ORGANIZATION, CULTURE, AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM YOU’LL NEED TO DEVELOP A TRULY IMPACTFUL 
COMPANY FROM THE GROUND UP.

HOLLOWAY SAYS HIS BEST 
ADVICE TO ENTREPRENEURS 
IS QUITE BASIC:  
ASK QUESTIONS AND SAY 
“THANK YOU.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wYi4opVN7eo&feature=youtu.be
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In the 1960s and ’70s, few workplaces could boast of such brilliant engineers as Xerox PARC (Palo Alto  
Research Center). Among their inventions were the first true personal computer and the world’s first 
laser printer. Yet few of their ideas ever earned much money for Xerox.

The problem wasn’t a lack of creativity, says Jonathan Bendor, a professor of political economy at  
Stanford GSB. Instead, what the Xerox PARC engineers really needed was something their managers 
should have dispensed more freely: constructive criticism.

Bendor calls Xerox PARC “an example of where the technical people, the idea generation people, were 
not being pushed hard enough.” He says it would have been far better if someone had told those engineers, 
“You guys are brilliant and you’re coming up with really neat 
ideas, but where’s the market value?”

Many people believe that criticism and creativity are incompatible 
in the workplace. But as Bendor sees it, creativity and criticism are 
like the Chinese principles of yin and yang: two complementary 
forces that interact to form a greater whole. “I think not only can 
they live together,” he says, “they have to live together.”

If a company has “a wild and crazy R&D unit and no scrutiny,” for 
example, managers and executives will receive plenty of ideas, 
but they also run the risk of accepting some very bad ones. And if 
it’s a tough-minded firm, he says, “with lots of hurdles that a new 
project has to get over,” they may avoid adopting bad ideas but stifle innovation. “The really hard problem that 
entrepreneurs face,” Bendor says, “is how to reduce both types of errors to acceptable levels.”

One way to give employees useful feedback is through a formal rubric system, where their ideas are graded on 
various dimensions, such as technical merit and market potential. Unlike a global criticism of “this is no good!” 
Bendor explains, rubrics can help problem solvers figure out why they’re stalled and what they can do about it.

If an idea is fixable, a manager can point to the rubric and say, “This part of the solution is OK. This part of  
the solution needs serious work, and this part of the solution we have to simply start over.” If an idea really 

Balancing Criticism 
and Creativity: Why 
You Need Both for 
Innovation
How to quash bad ideas without stifling innovation.

BY THERESA JOHNSTON

CREATIVITY AND CRITICISM 
ARE LIKE THE CHINESE  
PRINCIPLES OF YIN AND 
YANG: TWO COMPLEMENTARY 
FORCES THAT INTERACT TO 
FORM A GREATER WHOLE.
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is terrible, the rubric can soften the blow. Bendor suggests being blunt in those cases, “but in a humorous or 
warm way, so that you [both] recognize that it’s not a personal matter; it just happens this is not going to work.” 
A manager might say, “ ‘Our rubric says it didn’t score well on [criteria] 3, 5, and 6.’ And that’s it.”

Probably the best thing about rubrics is that they shift the process 
away from egos and personalities and more toward the nature of 
the problem itself. It’s like when a surgeon takes a scalpel and cuts 
into the flesh of another human being, Bendor says. “The surgeon 
is actually not thinking of the person on the table as a father, a 
brother, a son, but rather as a problem to be solved.” Likewise, 
when attention shifts to the nature of a problem rather than the 
employee trying to solve it, “temperatures can cool down and you 
can focus on what needs to be done.”

Bendor adds that people at all levels in an organization can  
benefit from depersonalized, discerning feedback like this — even the CEO. As he points out, “Everybody 
makes mistakes. And when you’re a leader, if you don’t create the kind of organization that will correct your 
errors, you could lead your firm right over a cliff.”

Jonathan Bendor is the Walter and Elise Haas Professor of Political Economics and Organizations at  
Stanford GSB.

BONUS: IN THIS VIDEO, BENDOR EXPLAINS HOW TO GIVE CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM, AND HOW DOING SO 
CAN HELP YOU FIGURE OUT WHY YOU’RE STUCK AND WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT.

IF YOU DON’T CREATE THE 
KIND OF ORGANIZATION 
THAT WILL CORRECT YOUR 
ERRORS, YOU COULD LEAD 
YOUR FIRM RIGHT OVER  
A CLIFF.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XulECEM1OJA&feature=youtu.be
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Does every team need a skilled contrarian? Maybe so, based on new research from Stanford 
Graduate School of Business.

“It’s important for teams to have a devil’s advocate who is constructive and careful in  
communication, who carefully and artfully facilitates discussion,” says Lindred Greer,  
a professor of organizational behavior at Stanford GSB.

Greer and her research colleagues examined a dynamic in teams that they call skewed  
conflict. In it, one person — or a small minority group acting together — carefully and  

constructively points out the differences and weaknesses in a team’s approach to a problem.

When this divergent opinion is presented in a nuanced way in which other members don’t even see the difference 
of opinion as a conflict, it can provide for a healthy disagreement, 
the research shows. “Take for example a startup team where one 
member saw in a previous startup that coding the website in a 
certain way would lead to problems later on,” Greer says.

When the team member — the only one who has this insight — 
questions the majority view in a non-confrontational manner, it 
leads to a reflective discussion, she says. And in the end, the team 
produces a better product.

In this case, when the other members were asked about the discussion afterward, they didn’t even realize there 
had been a conflict.

Indeed, teams with a lone minority dissenter outperform other teams where all members agree, according to 
the research that Greer conducted with Ruchi Sinha of the University of South Australia, Niranjan Janardhanan 
of the University of Texas, Donald Conlon of Michigan State University, and Jeff Edwards of the University of 
North Carolina.

They also are more successful than teams in which all members disagree and fall prey to escalated, emotional, 
difficult-to-resolve team brawls.

Every Team Needs a 
Devil’s Advocate
Healthy conflicts can help your team be more successful.

BY ELIZABETH MACBRIDE

TEAMS WITH A LONE MINORITY 
DISSENTER OUTPERFORM 
OTHER TEAMS WHERE ALL 
MEMBERS AGREE.
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Researchers and practitioners have long struggled to understand how to compose and manage teams that have 
“healthy” conflicts, and the concept of skewed conflict provides a potential solution to understanding the roots 
and dynamics of such constructive disagreements in teams.

That devil’s advocate — which could be an individual or a small minority — has the sensitivity to see  
differences, perceive them as conflict, and then communicate about the differences in non-confrontational 

ways. The researchers came to their conclusions in two studies.  
In the first, 571 post-grad students at a top business school in India 
were assigned to 120 teams. They were asked to participate in a 
decision-making game and then asked to rate the conflict on their 
teams. In a second study, the researchers surveyed members of  
41 pre-existing teams at a large financial corporation in the  
Netherlands.

One of the most interesting ideas to emerge from the research is that 
past academic work might have missed the point in understanding 
whether conflict helps or hurts teams. Past research has focused 
on whether teams with conflicts do better or worse than teams 

with no conflicts and has neglected to examine the structure of conflicts in teams as being critical.

For managers, the research points to the benefits of constructing a team where there is at least one member 
with high emotional intelligence who is willing to play the devil’s advocate role. Having such a vocal minority  
can help teams obtain the holy grail of team dynamics — “healthy” conflicts that improve team creativity,  
decisions, and outcomes.

Lindred Greer is an assistant professor of organizational behavior at Stanford GSB.

BONUS: IN THIS VIDEO, GREER GIVES TIPS FOR MANAGING CONFLICTS, WHICH LEFT UNCHECKED, CAN GO 
VIRAL, HURT PRODUCTIVITY, AND CREATE EMPLOYEE TURNOVER.

CONSTRUCT A TEAM  
WHERE THERE IS AT LEAST 
ONE MEMBER WITH HIGH  
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
WHO IS WILLING TO PLAY 
THE DEVIL’S ADVOCATE 
ROLE.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVWpipM-Rnw
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It’s easy to convince the public to buy into an innovation when it’s an improvement on a product or service 
they already know and love. But what happens when your idea is so new it defies categorization? True  
innovations run the risk of being ignored if they aren’t easily understood. We spoke with Jesper Sørensen,  
a professor of organizational behavior at Stanford GSB, on why nailing market identity is critical to  
successfully launching a new product. The interview that follows has been edited and condensed for the 
sake of clarity.

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN A NEW PRODUCT CATEGORY?
A lot of innovation involves taking ideas from different areas of life and combining them in new ways.  
And that’s a very powerful way to innovate. In fact, that’s probably the main way in which people innovate. 
Some of the most powerful innovations that we’ve actually seen 
in the world are ones that take ideas from areas that people don’t 
think are related to each other and put them together in a really 
insightful way.

Both entrepreneurs and firms can really benefit from being able to 
combine ideas, but it raises an interesting puzzle or an interesting 
challenge, which is when you have to try to explain to people what 
it is. What you’re doing when you’re borrowing from those different 
categories — where you’re taking ideas from different domains or 
you’re taking an idea from biology and combining it with an idea from computer science — is now you have 
this kind of hybrid product that’s a mix of these two different things. The problem is that people and the rest of 
the world don’t think about the hybrids; they think about things in terms of the existing categories. We think 
about firms as being auto manufacturers, and we think about firms 
as being telephone manufacturers.

A good example is a product like a digital camera. When digital cameras first came out, digital cameras were 
kind of a combination of a computer, an electronic device, and a camera. Like a film camera, with the lens and 
so forth. That poses a challenge for stakeholders, for consumers, for investors, and for others. Because how do 

How Do You Define 
a New Product 
Category?
A game-changing idea can win or lose depending on how 
quickly the consumer “gets” it.

BY BETH RIMBEY
EDITED BY KAREN LEE

A LOT OF INNOVATION 
INVOLVES TAKING IDEAS 
FROM DIFFERENT AREAS OF 
LIFE AND COMBINING THEM  
IN NEW WAYS.
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you make sense of that? When you first see a digital camera, is it an example of a camera? Or is it an example of 
an electronic device? Or is it an example of a computer peripheral?

My work tries to understand how the ambiguity of a genuinely innovative new product affects the strategies 
and success of firms.

WHY DO INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS NEED A VERY CLEAR IDENTITY?
If people can’t classify products or services into things that they already understand, then they have to engage 
in effortful reasoning to make sense of that and to try to understand what they’re doing. The more you have to 

do, the less you are actually likely to value it. We tend to value a 
thing more when it is easier for us to recognize what it is.

The challenge for innovators and for entrepreneurs is to make it 
easy for people to make sense of the product or innovation. Often-
times the way they do that is through analogy. We use the power 
of analogy as a way of getting people to anchor on a certain set of 
expectations and then use that to interpret the new device.

For example, the iPhone is like a cellphone except that it also has the following features. Or we say that a digital 
camera is like a camera but it also has the following features. By doing that, we invoke a lot of associations that 
are really helpful, but we can also constrain ourselves in different kinds of ways because we might end up with 
associations with our product that we don’t necessarily want. It creates a really hard strategic challenge for the 
company because you’re choosing from lots of different categories. You have different choices in terms of what 
analogy you’re going to draw. Or you’re going to say it’s more like this category or more like that category.

HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHICH ANALOGIES TO USE?
What’s hard when you’re in a new product category or a new innovative category is that you don’t know which 
one you’re supposed to put your bet on, and that feels really risky. But that doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t do 
it. You still have to make a bet. You have to take your best guess for what the right analogy is otherwise you just 
end up as a muddle and then nobody can really make sense of it and everybody will tend to devalue you for 
that reason.

IS IT DIFFICULT FOR ESTABLISHED COMPANIES TO INTRODUCE INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS?
If you’re a big established company, people try to look at that product and think this must somehow be related 
to what you already do. That puts a constraint on how people make sense of it, and therefore affects your ability 
to be innovative.

I think a good example comes from the realm of digital cameras. When digital cameras were first introduced, 
what you saw was producers from all different kinds of industries. You saw the traditional film camera producers 
enter into the market and start making digital cameras. You saw the Nikons and Canons. But you also saw 
computer companies come in. You saw HP make digital cameras, and you saw electronics firms like Sony or 
Panasonic come into the digital camera business as well.

My research shows that early in the history of the industry, you were actually better off, in terms of how 
consumers thought about the quality of your product, if you were a producer who had a history of making film 
cameras. The way I explain that is what kind of mental models they apply to the product that they saw. If you 
saw a digital camera that was made by Hewlett-Packard, you tended to interpret that through the lens of what a 
computer manufacturer would make. And that set your expectations for what the product could or couldn’t do. 

WE TEND TO VALUE A THING 
MORE WHEN IT IS EASIER FOR 
US TO RECOGNIZE WHAT IT IS.
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If you were coming at it from the lens of looking at a product that Nikon had made, then your expectations are 
shaped by what a traditional camera manufacturer was able to do. Those things make a big difference.

I think the lesson for large firms is that your existing identity in the market, like the kinds of products and  
services that you’re known for, can really restrict your ability to introduce new products into the market if 
they’re genuinely innovative and genuinely different from what you already know how to do. That doesn’t 
mean you can’t introduce them, but you have to do it in a different way because if you do it under your own 
brand name, people will start to invoke those associations with your existing products and that might not be 
the best way to actually go.

IS IT EASIER FOR STARTUPS TO BRING INNOVATIONS TO MARKET?
I think startups have a big advantage in the sense that they don’t have the legacy of the past or the burden of 
the past. A startup comes up on the scene with a new technology. Nobody has an association with any existing 
set of products. On the one hand, that’s a liability because you’ve got to build up a reputation and you’ve got to 
establish what type of product it is. But it can be an advantage because you have more degrees of freedom, you 
have more latitude to choose how it is that you want to portray your product — what it is that you are actually 
producing and what the value of your product is.

WHY IS CREATING MARKET IDENTITY AS IMPORTANT AS CREATING THE PRODUCT?
I think entrepreneurs and innovators oftentimes think about the hard part being the technical side of the 
innovation. How do I really get those components to work together in the way that I’ve imagined that they 
will? There’s no doubt that the technical side of it is really important, but we can’t lose sight of the social side 
of how people are going to make sense of your product relative to all the other products that exist out there in 
the world. That’s a very hard part of it as well. The really successful entrepreneurs are going to be the ones who 
solve both the technical problem and the market identity problem.

Jesper B. Sørensen is the Robert A. and Elizabeth R. Jeffe Professor and a professor of organizational behavior 
at Stanford GSB. He is faculty director of the Stanford Institute for Innovation in Developing Economies (Seed), 
co-director of the Executive Leadership Development: Analysis to Action Program, and co-director of the  
Executive Program in Strategy and Organization.
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Why do highly innovative organizations often lose their creative edge?

Organizations and companies that experience a “flare-up” of innovation usually 
see their creativity fade precisely because of the self-confidence and growth 
that success brings, says James G. March, professor emeritus at Stanford GSB. 
“Self-confidence and growth are usually good, but they have some negative  
consequences,” says March. “You don’t want to avoid them, but you’d like to 
avoid the negative consequences. How do we grow without growing?”

March, Mie Augier of the Naval Postgraduate School, and Andrew W. Marshall, a foreign policy strategist who 
began his career at the RAND Corp., published their recent paper, “The Flaring of Intellectual Outliers: An 
Organizational Interpretation of the Generation of Novelty in the RAND Corporation,” in the July-August 2015 
issue of Organization Science. Although the paper specifically examines the nonprofit research institution 
RAND Corp., its conclusions may apply to companies and other organizations, say the researchers.

While the original mission of RAND, based in Santa Monica, Calif., 
was to study weapons planning for the Air Force, the organization 
experienced a burst of creativity in other areas for a decade starting 
in the late 1940s, the researchers say. In particular, RAND made 
groundbreaking advances in systems analysis and game theory 
largely because researchers from different disciplines and  
backgrounds mixed and worked together. Despite people’s  
natural inclination to stick with those most like themselves, RAND 
successfully created heterogeneous pools of researchers who could 
feed off each other’s knowledge and maximize the creative and  
intellectual abilities of the group. RAND also frequently made hiring decisions based on the recommendations 
of its researchers, who singled out friends or former colleagues who they knew were exceptionally intelligent 
and imaginative. That “recruitment of intellectual cronies” facilitated collaboration and trust in the group, the 
researchers note.

How to Mitigate the 
Downside of Success
Innovative companies often see creativity dwindle over time.

BY LOUISE LEE

WHEN YOU’RE HIGHLY 
SELF-CONFIDENT,  
YOU DON’T PAY MUCH  
ATTENTION TO EVIDENCE 
TO THE CONTRARY.
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But that period of innovation was destined to end, the researchers say. RAND began to experience the negative 
consequences of self-confidence, which leads people to stick with and repeat the actions that brought them 
past success — and forgo exploring new ideas or methods that might lead to more innovations. “When you’re 
highly self-confident, you don’t pay much attention to evidence to the contrary,” thereby cutting off certain 
ideas, says March.

RAND’s growth as an organization also led to a decline in its culture of innovation. From 1948 to 1962, RAND 
grew from 225 employees with a $3.5 million annual budget to 1,100 employees with a more than $20 million 

annual budget, according to the researchers. Growth has benefits, 
but RAND’s expansion beyond a face-to-face organization led 
individuals to stick safely with the people and thus the ideas they 
knew, instead of mingling freely. Big organizations also tend to 
hire people who conform to conventional methods and thinking 
instead of challenging them; meanwhile, the ambitious intellec-
tual renegades leave, the researchers say. RAND’s growth also 
created layers of administrators and more bureaucratic processes 
such as meetings, committees, and other “red tape” that drowned 
out intellectual creativity, the researchers found.

 “The larger organizations become, they become better and better at eliminating that element of innovation, 
unless they work to save it,” says Augier.

So how can organizations try to mitigate the negative effects of success and maintain some spark of innovation? 
For starters, they can re-emphasize the value of the long-range thinking that exploration requires, the researchers 
say. “In general, the returns of exploratory activities tend to be long term,” says March. “If you can get people to 
look further ahead, you’ll probably help exploration because it is in the long run that exploration pays off.”

Organizations might also underscore the notion of professional identity and encourage researchers to embrace 
it. “Almost all thinking is consequential thinking, with people doing things because of anticipated consequences,” 
says March. That kind of thinking can stifle the free exploration that leads to innovations because researchers 
might be motivated by other incentives instead of by new ideas for their own sake. RAND, for instance, lost  
its edge in innovation partly because it began hiring people interested more in financial rewards or career  
advancement rather than pure research. That “made RAND less attractive to employees with strong  
fundamental research identities,” says March.

Avoiding a decline in innovation is difficult; some of Silicon Valley’s best-known companies have struggled 
with the problem. And because large companies can face big difficulties in developing breakthrough ideas,  
new innovations may continue to emerge from small firms. “That’s the Silicon Valley model,” says March.  
“You innovate, you’re successful, and you exploit your discovery. … Innovation from little companies,  
efficiencies from big companies.”

James G. March is the Jack Steele Parker Professor of International Management, Emeritus, at Stanford GSB.

THE LARGER ORGANIZATIONS 
BECOME, THEY BECOME  
BETTER AND BETTER AT 
ELIMINATING THAT ELEMENT 
OF INNOVATION, UNLESS 
THEY WORK TO SAVE IT.
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Do you send your children to the least demanding school you can find? Of course not. What 
kind of parent are you? You know that they need to measure up to a high standard in school 
if they are to do well in life. Yet every day I hear business leaders claim that they want to 
avoid competition. Are you one of these leaders? What kind of leader are you?

Of course, when organizations compete, they make it difficult for each other to perform well. 
But this fact has led to a great misunderstanding. Many business leaders, especially those 
trained in business schools, infer from this fact 

that they should avoid competition. That conclusion is wrong.

Pressure from competition causes people to search for ways to  
improve their company’s performance. These improvements,  
in turn, make companies stronger competitors. So now these 
improved firms put more pressure on their rivals, who must also 
find a way to improve. Once those rivals improve, they now are 
stronger competitors, starting the whole cycle all over again.  
So it is that competition causes organizations to learn, which in 
turn intensifies competition in a self-accelerating process known 
as the “Red Queen” effect. This term was coined by the evolutionary 
theorist Leigh Van Valen in reference to Lewis Carroll’s Alice, who 
remarks to the Red Queen: “Well, in our country, you’d generally get 
to somewhere else — if you ran very fast for a long time, as we’ve been doing.” To this the Red Queen responds,  
“A slow sort of country! Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place.”   
Van Valen noted that biological evolution features such change. In my book [The Red Queen Among  Organizations], 
I demonstrate that in an ecology of learning organizations, relatively stable performance masks absolute  
development.

The Red Queen is at work around us all the time, triggering progress on many fronts. When the Korean steel 
firm Posco came up with the “finex” process, this innovation raised the bar for any firms wanting to compete in 
the global steel business. Those steel firms that kept pace are still competing today. Similarly, when Qualcomm 

Why Business  
Leaders Should Not 
Avoid Competition
Competition raises the bar for rivals to do better.

BY WILLIAM P. BARNETT

PRESSURE FROM  
COMPETITION CAUSES  
PEOPLE TO SEARCH FOR 
WAYS TO IMPROVE THEIR 
COMPANY’S PERFORMANCE. 
THESE IMPROVEMENTS, IN 
TURN, MAKE COMPANIES 
STRONGER COMPETITORS.
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revolutionized digital wireless transmission by making CDMA technology workable, this put pressure on every 
other firm in that space to respond. Apple, Samsung, Nokia, Ericsson, LG, and many other firms engaged in 
that competition for years. Some still are competing but only by remaining innovative.

The result? Well, to the firms involved it can feel like they are running in the same place since each is evaluated 
relative to the others. But for the rest of us, we’ve seen clunky wireless phones transform into sleek mobile devices.

As a consumer, you probably think of this amazing record of  
innovation as something that was inevitable. But this development 
did not have to happen. Each innovation along the way was carried 
out by a firm as it attempted to do a better job, in turn raising the 
bar for others. So perhaps for a while your device could not map 
correctly, but by now the problem has been fixed. Competition 
still thrives in the wireless industry, so each manufacturer keeps 
pressuring its rivals to do a better job.

Yet according to many, firms are supposed to find a way to avoid 
competition — to gain positional advantage or locate in “blue oceans” where rivalry is weak. Had Qualcomm, 
Apple, LG, Samsung, and the others taken this advice, how different the wireless industry would be. (Indeed, 
many experts on the telecommunications industry argued just a few years ago that it was a natural monopoly, 
where competition would be ruinous!) Avoiding competition would be more comfortable, for sure. But avoiding 
competition is just a way to shut down the engine that generates innovation.

But, you might say, surely competition is bad for an organization’s performance. Don’t monopolists outperform 
other firms? Isn’t that why so many companies are trying to dominate their markets? Well, yes, in the short run 
a monopolist performs better than a firm facing rivalry (other things equal). But over time, that monopolist gets 
lazy. Meanwhile, firms facing competition continue improving. In fact, I estimated the statistical effects of Red 
Queen competition on hundreds of firms over many, many years, and found a pattern.

Comparing inexperienced firms, the monopolist performs better. But over time experience makes the firms  
facing rivalry improve, eventually becoming better performers than had they found a way to be a monopolist. 
That is the Red Queen effect. As a firm competes, it becomes more capable, and so performs better. Even 
though its rivals also perform better, the net effect turns out to be beneficial in time. Highly competitive  
markets, over time, feature some of the world’s most capable and innovative companies.

Reflect on your role as a business leader. Is your job to shield your company from competition? Not if you want 
it to learn and improve. Shortsighted business leaders hide their companies from competition. Great leaders do 
just the opposite: They understand that competition teaches.

So what kind of leader are you?

William P. Barnett is the Thomas M. Siebel Professor of Business Leadership, Strategy, and Organizations at  
Stanford GSB and the faculty director of the Stanford Executive Program: Be a Leader Who Matters. 

This story was originally published on his blog, Bill Barnett on Strategy.

HIGHLY COMPETITIVE  
MARKETS, OVER TIME,  
FEATURE SOME OF THE 
WORLD’S MOST CAPABLE 
AND INNOVATIVE COMPANIES.

http://Barnetttalks.com
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Corporate leaders and academics have been debating the connection between institutional 
culture and growth for more than three decades. Yet most can’t really put their finger on the 
single aspect of an organization’s culture that’s most effective at driving financial performance.

Charles A. O’Reilly, a professor of organizational behavior at Stanford GSB, and fellow  
researchers have found the answer lies in a key word: adaptability.

In his recent research update published in the Journal of Organizational Behavior, O’Reilly  
teamed with colleagues Jennifer A. Chatman and Bernadette Doerr at the University of 

California, Berkeley, and David F. Caldwell at Santa Clara University to examine whether corporate culture had 
a positive impact in the fastest growing companies — specifically, high-technology firms. The team noted that 
the supremely adaptive cultures in Silicon Valley and beyond contain transformative medicine for most  
companies, no matter what the industry.

O’Reilly can recite a long list of corporate culture success and failure stories, noting that some traditional  
companies, like Ford Motor Co., provide excellent illustrations of failure on the road to success. O’Reilly  
suggests that Ford’s past CEO, Alan Mulally, succeeded where previous leaders failed because he realized  
the automaker’s problems began with its rigid, outdated corporate culture.

“Can the leader get the people, structure, metrics, and culture aligned with the strategy?” asks O’Reilly.  
“Ford attempted three turnaround efforts in 15 years. Two of them failed abysmally. The last one, under  
Mulally, finally worked.” Quoting Bryce Hoffman’s 2013 book American Icon about Mulally’s turnaround at 
Ford, O’Reilly said Mulally succeeded because he attacked “the root of the problem: Ford’s corporate culture.”

Finding a Corporate 
Culture That Drives 
Growth
Adaptive cultures minimize predictability and  
encourage innovation.

BY LISA HOLTON
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WHAT DOES “ADAPTABILITY” REALLY MEAN?
O’Reilly and his colleagues define culture as a social control system that drives certain kinds of behaviors. 
Adaptive cultures are those that encourage:

• Risk-taking
• A willingness to experiment
• Innovation
• Personal initiative
• Fast decision making and execution
• Ability to spot unique opportunities

Yet adaptive cultures are also notable for the behaviors they choose to minimize, O’Reilly notes. “There’s less 
emphasis on being careful, predictable, avoiding conflict, and making your numbers.”

Pointing to Hewlett-Packard’s announcement in October 2015 that it would split into two companies — one 
focused on PCs and the other on corporate hardware and services — O’Reilly noted HP’s move to a more 
results-focused culture under former CEO Carly Fiorina in 1999 and continued under successor Mark Hurd 
through 2010 crippled its ability to grow and innovate. (The greatest irony, of course, being that Stanford  
graduates Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard created high-tech’s adaptive management culture back in the 1940s.)

O’Reilly and his co-researchers used an update of 1991 research to identify cultures among participants in the 
United States and Ireland. Next, the team focused on the intensity 
of adaptability within their cultural norms and, finally, investigated 
the responses of adaptability-inclined companies and other  
cultural norms on overall financial performance.

The research found that corporate cultures that emphasize adapt-
ability generally produce “revenue growth, market and book value, 
‘most admired’ ratings, employee satisfaction, and stock analysts’ 
recommendations.”

The essential mechanism, O’Reilly says, “is the alignment of  
culture with strategy.”

EMBRACING CONFLICT, SPEED, … AND A BIT OF MESS
O’Reilly says even though Amazon chairman Jeff Bezos gets criticized for the razor-thin margins that have 
produced spotty profitability over the last 20 years at the world’s largest online retailer, Amazon is a model of a 
long-term, adaptive growth culture.

“The Amazon culture is characterized by frugality, decentralized decision making, and taking risks outside  
its core business,” he said, noting how Amazon’s Kindle initially threatened the company’s legacy book  
business. Amazon’s willingness to experiment — such as starting a Hollywood studio and moving toward 
opening a brick-and-mortar store in Manhattan — allows for plenty of clashing viewpoints amid strict policies 
regarding honesty and protecting employee ideas.

That is a very different approach than many companies take, O’Reilly explains.

“If you think about the culture that develops in most large successful firms, you can see how what’s required for 
success in mature businesses is almost the opposite. That is, an emphasis on making your numbers, not taking 
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risks, staying focused on today’s customers, incremental improvement, and increased centralization,” he 
explains. “In these circumstances, managers and systems reward behaviors that while successful in the short 
term don’t encourage the experimentation that’s needed for long-term success. The result? We see companies 
like HP missing new markets.”

BECOMING THE CHIEF CULTURAL OFFICER
Companies fail to grasp the link between culture and performance for several reasons, but O’Reilly says one is 
paramount: In less successful organizations, managers generally can’t agree on what the culture is. “You’ll see 
culture mostly talked about as stories or anecdotes. It’s a vague concept that people sort of know is important, 
but they don’t quite know how to apply,” says O’Reilly. “For example, a recent Deloitte survey showed that 94 
percent of executives believed that a strong culture was important to business success. But if you asked them 
who was responsible for managing culture or how they would manage it, most wouldn’t have a clue.”

The research found the most powerful corporate cultures embrace “nonuniform behaviors and adaptability 
in particular,” demonstrating they “perform better financially than will organizations characterized by lower 
consensus, lower intensity about adaptability, or both,” O’Reilly says.

Culture represents norms in the organization that shape behavior, he adds. These norms should signal to  
employees and others what matters to the company or organization.

“Parsing Organizational Culture: How the Norm for Adaptability Influences the Relationship Between Culture 
Consensus and Financial Performance in High-Technology Firms” was published in the August 2014 issue of 
Journal of Organizational Behavior.

Charles A. O’Reilly III is the Frank E. Buck Professor of Management at Stanford GSB and director of the Leading 
Change and Organizational Renewal Executive Program.


